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 This is a fake one-of-a-kind plastic bag replica of a strawberry bum.
 It was created by a student who was shopping for the fruit when he noticed a pa

ckage of strawberry.
S.
 They are sold for about &#163;4.
99 to &#163;5.
 The fake plastic bags were made in England and come in different sizes, making 

them hard to spot and tricky to clean.
 It comes in different sizes.
 What is the plastic bag? Plastic bags are made in several countries.
SOUTH AMERICA - COPA LIBERTADORES &gt; 1X2 BTTS TOTAL GOALS
What types of football tips and predictions do you offer? We offer football tips

 on the match outcome (1X2 market), total match goals (over/under 1.) Tj T*
BT /F1 12 Tf 50 228 Td (5 goals) and both teams to score.

 Check this page hourly to ensure you get the best prices before the crowd.
 We have developed a database of millions of historical football results and bet

ting odds which we have used to build our prediction algorithms.
 At frog the gambler we are committed to responsible betting.
What Saturday football tips and predictions do you offer? Saturday is the prime 

day for matches across the major leagues.
 Be sure to check on Thursday afternoon on our latest tips page to get the early

 prices.
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